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Can you say which French word is the odd one out and why? 

(Answer on the next page but try to work it out! 

 

   

 

 

 

Bonjour et bienvenue (hello and welcome) to French Friday! 

Every Friday at 11.00am you can listen live on the Youtube channel, 

Lingobox Learning.        

Please go to: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO4YR8hhRveNhvZrz9xptDQ 

* The sessions are recorded so can be watched afterwards. 

* Each session lasts 15 to 20 minutes. 

Here’s what will be covered/ has been covered over the following weeks: 

Friday 15th January: French sports 

Friday 22nd January: French PE Workout! 

Friday 29th January: French Healthy Living! 

Learn about different sports names in French, take part in fun activities to use 

your new language! Take part in a fun French PE workout! Learn a song about 

healthy living in French! 

Friday 5th February: French Dance Party! 

Finish the term with a fun dance in French! Learn the moves and take part in the 

dance! 

un chien 
une règle 

un livre 

une 

gomme 

un cahier 
un crayon 
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                   This means: I have/ I haven’t  

Please listen to me pronounce j’ai/ je because the French don’t 

pronounce j like in jam. 

https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=2ejwsroZSF66umKqpPljeA&pro

mpt_id=prompt.1fd86ba4-188c-4300-a0b1-ecc84c482e7d 

Here are the names of some classroom objects we learned last week: 

                     une gomme-   a rubber     “oon gom” 

une règle    - a ruler       “oon rairglu” 

un crayon    - a pencil      “oon crayon” 

un cahier     - a jotter     “oon caiyeh” 

Can you write either j’ai (I have) or je n’ai pas (I haven’t got) 

The first one is done for you. 

 

J’ai un taille-crayon.             Je n’ai pas un crayon.              

 I have a sharpener.             I don’t have a pencil. 

 

  _________________ .   ___________________ . 

I have a rubber.                     I don’t have a sharpener. 

 

     ___________________.     __________________ . 

                          I have a pencil.                      I don’t have a rubber. 

 

Answer to the ‘odd one out’ puzzle. The odd one out is – un chien (dog) because the others 

are classroom objects, and a dog definitely isn’t!!!! 

https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=2ejwsroZSF66umKqpPljeA&prompt_id=prompt.1fd86ba4-188c-4300-a0b1-ecc84c482e7d
https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=2ejwsroZSF66umKqpPljeA&prompt_id=prompt.1fd86ba4-188c-4300-a0b1-ecc84c482e7d
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